Recently there has been a surge of interest in the spatial dimension to the production and consumption of science. The traditional notion that the universality of scientific facts renders the site and geographical location in which they were uncovered or learnt of little or no relevance has come in for criticism, and historians of science and geographers alike have come to focus on where science was done, notably by studying such spaces as laboratories and museums. This is not an isolated development ; it reflects a general effort within the history of science to look beyond ideas and intellectual achievements in order to take cultural, social and political issues into account.
1
Discussions within this genre, of ' the field ' as a site, have an obvious bearing on issues at the forefront of this article, which discusses the tradition of studying nature outdoors in the eighteenth century and the Swedish naturalist Carolus (Carl) Linnaeus and his students.
2 Although mainly concerned with examples from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the introduction to the topic in the 1996 issue of Osiris, ' Science in the field ', by Henrika Kuklick and Robert E. Kohler, provides a suitable starting point for our discussion. Here the editors discuss developments among historians interested in field studies, and how, in particular, they compare to studies of the laboratory. While the laboratory is usually contained in a well-defined and controlled physical space where strict hierarchies divide different members of staff, the field tends to be much more open and loosely defined. Field studies are done everywhere, from inner cities to unpopulated and isolated regions of the planet, and by representatives of a wide range of subjects. Further, fields are rarely closed spaces : scientists cohabit them with local people (on whom they often depend for information), tourists, amateur scientists and collectors of rare and valuable specimens. The participation of amateurs and the types of issue on which the field scientists focused (often topics resistant to ' tidy solutions ') have tended to result in the field scientist enjoying an academic status lower than that of his or her colleagues in the controlled laboratory environment, and Kuklick and Kohler argue that this lower status partly explains why the field has generally been neglected by historians of science.
3
Even if the academic status of field scientists collectively is comparatively low, on an individual level the unregulated character of the field could offer advantages. As several scholars have argued, this quality can help the researcher to reinvent him-or herself. For example, Jane Camerini's works on travelling Victorian scientists, such as Alfred Russel Wallace and Charles Darwin, illustrate that the journeys and field studies these persons undertook were instrumental in establishing them as scientists. However, as Camerini also underlines, Wallace and Darwin did not operate in a vacuum : their fieldwork was shaped by their relationships with representatives of, among others, the Royal Navy, the scientific establishment in London, and European settlers and 2 Some of the results presented in this article have previously been published in Swedish in Hanna Hodacs and Kenneth Nyberg, Naturalhistoria på resande fot. Om att forska, undervisa och gö ra karriä r i 1700-talets Sverige, Lund: Nordic Academic Press, 2007, see particularly Chapter 3, 'Att resa ut som student och komma hem som forskare' (Hodacs), pp. 37-64; Chapter 4, 'Att forska och undervisa lä ngs med vä gen' (Hodacs), pp. 67-97 ; Chapter 5, ' Att lä ra sig umgå s i och runt naturen' (Hodacs), pp. 99-136, and Chapter 10, 'Sammanfattande diskussion' (Hodacs and Nyberg), pp. 211-255. Below I shall also frequently refer to Chapter 6, 'Att samla ä ra, meriter och naturalier', pp. 137-167, and Chapter 2, 'Linné, Lä rjungarna och resandet i historieskrivningen', pp. 17-35 (both Nyberg). Since Nyberg's contribution was essential to the development of the main themes in our book, he also has a large stake in many of the ideas presented in this article (although, of course, any mistakes or errors it contains are mine).
3 Henrika Kuklick and Robert E. Kohler, 'Introduction ', Osiris, 2nd Series (1996) 11, pp. 1-14, p. 1.
Pratt. 8 The journeys need also to be understood in the light of the political and economic context at home. Lisbet Koerner has highlighted ways in which Linnaeus was directed by cameralism -a theory of fiscal and economic governance which was popular in early modern northern Europe. Knowledge about nature, and more specifically how it could be utilized, was, Linnaeus believed, the key to the creation of a selfsufficient state and rational government. The natural historian could assist in reducing his country's dependence on expensive imports (such as tea) by finding alternatives that could be grown at home. This was also one of the reasons why Linnaeus encouraged his students and others to contribute exotic seeds and plants to his botanical garden in Uppsala, where he could study their adaptability to the Scandinavian climate. 9 It is, of course, important to acknowledge, as Pä r Eliasson has demonstrated, that the Linnaean travellers' main focus was on (preferably) ' new ' singular objects or species (rather than biotopes) and that they did not develop an ' intimate ' relationship with the field. In that sense they differ in a significant manner from the late eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century botanists and their followers who were interested in plant geography.
10 In order to avoid anachronisms I shall refrain from using terms such as ' fieldwork ' or ' field studies ' in my discussion. However, like the field scientists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the Linnaean naturalists explored nature outdoors and often far away from home. Against that backdrop, journeys offered the Linnaean traveller possibilities for reinvention much as they did later scholars. Below I shall pay particular attention to the socially transformative role of studying nature outdoors, focusing on the role this activity had in turning students of nature into researchers. I am predominantly interested in the conception of the field as a training ground and a place where students ' graduated'. This specific focus has, perhaps surprisingly, received very little attention within the current discussion of field-located metamorphosis.
A possible explanation for this neglect has to do with a common partition within the historiography of travelling and field studies. Fieldwork and journeys in pursuit of knowledge are generally conceived either as educational or as research-focused.
12 The journeys of students to the centres of academic knowledge on the European continent have traditionally been assigned to the first category. Another classical case of educational travelling is the ' Grand Tour ' : the costly and stylish type of journey which sons of European aristocrats undertook, particularly in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The second type of travelling -the research kind -is usually associated with the Enlightenment and subsequent periods (although one can find earlier examples) and with the European expansion. Although this division makes sense within a broad historical framework, it can also, as I shall demonstrate below, distract attention from important questions, particularly in respect of eighteenth-century developments in natural history but also, perhaps, within other fields such as the study of antiquity -I shall return to this issue at the end of the article.
Another reason why historians rarely touch jointly on educational and research aspects of travel may have to do with complications involving the application of concepts such as that of a ' graduate student ' (for want of a less anachronistic term !) to historical and intellectual contexts which pre-date the professionalization of science and the development of research universities in nineteenth-and early twentieth-century Europe and America. The roles and identities of early modern scholars are complex issues.
13
In Sweden, few of those who were scientifically active in the eighteenth century held academic positions : most were medical doctors, others were clergymen and some were officials or held positions in local grammar schools (gymnasiums). Others (though not as many as, for instance, in Britain), were gentleman-scholars. What brought these men together was their use of jointly approved research methods, their publication records and their contacts with each other and with institutions that promoted science. There is also reason to believe that they considered natural history a means to improve their status and professional prospects more generally (though not necessarily with the explicit aim of securing a more academic position). A fellowship in the Royal Swedish exceptions see Karen Reeds, Botany in Medieval and Renaissance Universities, New York: Garland, 1991 ; David Elliston Allen, 'Walking the swards: medical education and the rise and spread of the botanical field class', Archives of Natural History (2000) Academy of Science could, for example, raise the status of a clergyman, doctor or professor, and, of course, such a fellowship could also help its holder to establish and consolidate contacts the benefits of which transcended the realm of natural history.
14
A closer look at the role of travelling provides a way to comprehend the complex social world of natural-history scholarship in Sweden. My hypothesis in this article is that the Linnaean tradition of travelling provided one way (albeit not the only one) in which a student could ' graduate ' as a natural historian : that is to say, secure entry to the community of scholars outlined above with all the benefits this could involve. As well as gaining invaluable knowledge in natural history, the journey or ' graduation ' could also lend the traveller a new status as a naturalist, by which he could begin to establish contacts with other naturalists, in ways which have been illuminated by a number of classic studies of the Republic of Letters and early modern scientific cultures.
15
Of course, the significance of this opportunity must be understood against the background of eighteenth-century Sweden -a society where, as elsewhere in Europe, educational and professional possibilities were determined by material wealth and social origin rather than by competence and talent. It is relevant here that in Sweden aristocratic youths typically matriculated in their early teens, while the average age for university entry amongst the less privileged was around twenty. Moreover, students from poorer backgrounds typically had to interrupt their studies to earn money to keep them at university, and after studying they frequently had to take up unpaid pro tempore positions before they could secure permanent and, more importantly, salaried positions. In contrast, students with higher social status were often recruited and promoted almost immediately after graduation. 16 Travelling, I suggest, offered a way to reduce these differences : it offered a way for persons of modest social status to win research experience, reputations and networks of contacts with whose help they could hope to secure attractive positions in the future. In other words, scientifically motivated geographical detours can be thought of as potential educational and social ' short cuts '.
Taking into account for a moment all of Linnaeus's Swedish students, to how many persons did a journey offer a potential career break ? First of all, Linnaeus had several hundred students (between 273 and 457) from Sweden (including Finland), though of course not all of these where budding naturalists.
17 Further, quite a few of these probably came from underprivileged social backgrounds. Higher education in Sweden was, by European standards, fairly accessible -a fifth of the University of Uppsala's students were sons of croppers or of people of even lower social ranking.
18 This circumstance must surely have increased the competition for distinctions among those whose ambitions transcended their social status, and consequently it must also have increased their willingness to travel. What we do know is that opportunities to travel were very much in demand : ' Our young medicinae alumni jump when they hear Your letters, they cry for me and shout : Help us out [on a journey] so we can cut our laurels [i.e. material for laurel wreaths]', Linnaeus wrote, in 1750, to his ' disciple ' Frederic Hasselquist, who was travelling in the Middle East at the time.
19 It is, however, worth noting that the prospect of going on a journey exploring nature lost some of its appeal following the spread of rumours about the hard conditions aboard long-distance vessels. Out of Linnaeus's students, how many people's careers could possibly have benefited from a journey and how many took the opportunity ? It is, of course, hard to give exact figures, but we can try to estimate. Next to the twenty or so ' disciples ' (those famous for their long-distance travels) we also have a number of students, generally much less well known, who travelled and conducted research within Sweden's borders. Another group (including more than sixty students) travelled to continental Europe, and although many of these journeys constituted the finishing phase of a long medical education, they offered the students the opportunity to explore the Continental landscape too. How many of these travellers aimed to win new status (that of a member of a community of naturalists) on their return and how many actually benefited in status from their journeys is hard to determine exactly. It is, of course, even harder to estimate how many contemplated the option before dismissing it -there are a handful of known examples of Linnaeus's students declining offers to venture on longer journeys (much to the latter's frustration). However, the numbers above suggest that ' the option to go travelling ' was a serious one (whether taken or not) for as many as a hundred of Linnaeus's students, possibly more. The rather large number of individuals who ventured abroad and influenced how natural history was done outside and on the move (for example Solander) form the basis for another argument in favour of studying the journeys of Linnaeus's students. Such a study can not only help explain social mobility and the formation of scientific communities in Sweden, it can also contribute to our understanding of broader changes within the history of science in the second half of the eighteenth century. As several historians of science have emphasized, while local circumstances of knowledge production and consumption remain important objects of study, it is also essential to acknowledge that scientific knowledge travels, sometimes with surprising ease, and that scholars relate to the world outside their immediate surroundings. This raises a series of questions about how and why knowledge, and those carrying that knowledge, travelled. These questions have been addressed in a series of studies of centres, peripheries, networks and corporations, and of the collection, diffusion and reception of seeds, specimens, books, letters, instruments and so on.
21 This article, focusing on how botanical knowledge was reproduced and extended ' on the move ', and on what got senior and junior students moving, can be read as a contribution to this discussion. In the last section of the article I shall return to these issues. First, however, we should look more closely at the journeys that will form the main focus of attention in this article.
Introducing the travellers
At the centre of this article is Carl Bä ck (1760-1776), a boy of just thirteen when he ventured on the first of three longer journeys in 1773.
22 Carl came from a wealthy family. He was the only son of Abraham Bä ck (1713-1795), one of the most influential medical doctors in eighteenth-century Sweden and a central figure in the development of Swedish science.
23 Bä ck senior was also closely connected to Linnaeus in several respects. Bä ck was in charge of the Swedish College of Physicians (Collegium medicum) and employed many of Linnaeus's students during a period in which the Swedish medical services expanded greatly.
24 Bä ck and Linnaeus shared an interest in science, particularly natural history. Both played active and prominent roles in the Royal Swedish Academy of Science (Kungliga Vetenskapsakademien). Furthermore, Bä ck was involved with many of Linnaeus's students (including several ' disciples ') whose careers and scientific activities he supported and encouraged. Linnaeus and Bä ck were also intimate personal acquaintances: Bä ck was Linnaeus's ' beloved brother ' and ' best friend '. 25 No one who reads their extensive correspondence could doubt that the scientific inquires, joint excursions and hours spent studying each other's collections mediated a deep and long-lasting friendship.
26
The importance of Linnaeus to Abraham Bä ck is further evidenced by the fact that it was Linnaeus who took charge of Bä ck junior's education, and provided him with his two travel companions.
27 Johan Lindwall (1743-1796) and Sven Anders Hedin (1750-1821) belonged to Linnaeus's last generation of students. Both had modest backgrounds, and the opportunity to travel with the young Bä ck came at a time when they were at a transient stage in their careers, their medical studies more or less complete. Lindwall, who came on the first journey to the south of Sweden (in the summer of 1774), was months away from securing his first permanent position as a district physician, while Hedin graduated as a medical doctor between the two journeys he made with Bä ck, the first one to the north of Sweden (in the summer of 1775) and the second to western Sweden (in the autumn of 1776). history outdoors and on the move. However, Carl Bä ck and his companions' excursions seem prima facie different from the more spectacular longer journeys traditionally associated with the Linnaean tradition. First, they were limited to better-trodden parts of Scandinavia, mainly Sweden: they did not travel beyond the town of Hä rnö sand in the north and Copenhagen and Gothenburg formed the southern and western extremities of their itineraries. Second, Carl Bä ck was between thirteen and sixteen years old when he undertook the journeys ; his youth and inexperience suggest that the only reasons Lindwall, in his mid-thirties, and Hedin, in his mid-twenties, came along was to care for and instruct him. In sum, one could be excused for thinking that the objectives of these trips were solely educational, and that they had little to do with uncovering new facets of the natural world, with research.
As I indicated above, in this article I am going to illustrate that a bifurcation between education and research can distort our understanding of the historical context in which natural history, and in particular botany, evolved. Bä ck, Lindwall and Hedin's journeys clearly illustrate ways in which education and research were combined ' on the move '. They also illustrate how travelling functioned as a way to turn a student into a researcher, someone who learns pre-established facts about nature into someone who uncovers new facts. In order to understand the multitude of functions of travelling and its transformative role, it is, I claim, necessary to focus simultaneously on two kinds of relations, one between the travellers and the landscape and the other between the different members of the travelling party. As I shall demonstrate below, a journey could traverse landscapes containing spaces for exploration and for teaching, and different members of a travelling party could use different spaces differently. On the one hand the landscape could be used as a classroom, a place where a senior member educated a junior. On the other it could be used as an arena of exploration, a space where the senior party could assemble novel observations and collections and thereby lay the foundations of a career as a naturalist. In the latter case the younger member could also learn research methods, such as conserving and recording.
This understanding has shaped the layout of the following analysis, which is based mainly on a reading of the diaries written by Lindwall and Hedin on their journeys with the young Bä ck.
29
Teaching and learning the foundations outdoors -the landscape as a classroom Given Hedin and Lindwall's backgrounds as students of Linnaeus, and Abraham Bä ck's relationship with the latter, it is not surprising that Lindwall and Hedin's educational quest was guided by Linnaeus's systematic principles. One of Linnaeus's most significant contributions to botany was the sexual system, with its twenty-four classes. Here, the number, size and position of the stamens on a flower were the most important factors in deciding which class a species belonged to, each class then being further divided into a series of orders on the basis of the number of pistils on the flower. Further characteristics guided the reader to the right genus and species. 30 Linnaeus famously organized his botanical garden in Uppsala in accordance with the system, growing species belonging to the same class in the same beds. The outdoors on Bä ck's journeys provided Hedin and Lindwall with a pedagogical environment similar to Linnaeus's garden in Uppsala -a space which could be used to impress Linnaean taxonomy upon Bä ck. According to the documentation from the first journey -the most extensive -Lindwall and Bä ck studied as many as 390 species in the wild.
31 Comments in the diaries suggest how important it was to find examples of these species at their flowering stage, to enable their proper examination.
32
In contrast to Linnaeus's garden, of course, the landscape traversed by the travellers was not organized into helpful flowerbeds. Instead it was the teacher's role to create an overview and to help Bä ck to read the plants they encountered along the way. The importance of the role of supervision while learning the sexual system in the field should not be underestimated. Although the sexual system offered a fairly successful method of plant identification for unguided students with only basic botanical knowledge, there were many anomalies; for example, Linnaeus's general ambition to keep genera intact (reflecting his desire to keep at least part of his system in step with a natural order) led him to group some species which did not share the same sexual characteristics (such as size and position and number of stamens and pistils) in the same order. Also, over time, the increasing frequency with which new species were discovered amplified the anomalies, and the system became gradually more complicated to use.
33 A teacher familiar with the irregularities of the sexual system, as well as of nature, was therefore of great help. The diaries also reveal the relative modesties of Hedin's and Lindwall's ambitions. There is, for example, no mention of species belonging to the twenty-fourth class of the sexual system, Cryptogamia. It included plants whose reproductive parts were not readily visible to the naked eye, such as the ferns, mosses, algae and fungi species which even Linnaeus found hard to classify, owing to the ' secrecy ' of their sexual lives. 34 The teachers seem also to have avoided discussing distinctions between different members of the genus Epilobium (which, indeed, modern botanists continue to find difficult).
35 Generally, though, the diaries suggest that Bä ck was introduced to a wide variety of different species : he received an all-round botanical education which should have familiarized him with his natural environment and sharpened his eyes to the detection of new species. The binary nomenclature is one of Linnaeus's most significant contributions to biology (and was recognized as such at the time). A binary name consists of two parts. The first part is a generic name indicating the species' genus. The second part is a specific epithet, which is unique within the genus. Linnaeus launched the binary system in full dress in Species plantarum, first published 1753. Binary names were also used almost exclusively in the material produced by Lindwall and Hedin in connection with Bä ck's journey, illustrating the degree to which it had become canonical. We can assume that Bä ck learned the scientific names of plants; in fact we know that before undertaking the journeys he was already familiar with Linnaean nomenclature. A diary which he kept on his journeys to and around Uppsala in 1771 contains a list of binary names of plants he encountered, correctly spelled and carefully inscribed in the characteristic rounded handwriting of a ten-year-old.
36
The use of Linnaean nomenclature on the journeys is not surprising, but it is remarkable nonetheless that more attention was not paid to alternative Swedish names. Although Linnaeus obviously advocated his own system, he also took a great interest in popular and colloquial names. This interest stemmed from the importance Linnaeus attached to the potential utility of the subject of natural history. Botanical knowledge, including familiarity with Linnaeus's nomenclature, played a role in the identification of domestic alternatives to expensive imported plants used, for example, in drug production and colouring processes. And familiarity with the popular names of species was important to facilitate communication about such matters with people who lacked formal botanical education.
37
Protocols from Linnaeus's excursions with students around Uppsala in the mideighteenth century -his so-called Herbationes Upsalienses -reveal the attention paid to popular names of species, as well as to many of their traditional uses. Collectively, they give the impression that Linnaeus's students were taught to read the landscape as a practical manual, the different species representing different and potentially useful applications.
38 However, there is scant evidence that Bä ck was taught to view the landscape in this way ; with a few exceptions, popular names and customs do not feature in the travel journals. plausible explanation for this ' silence ' involves the shifting outlook during the 1760s on the utility and economic benefits of natural history in general, and (arguably) botany in particular. During this decade, the political conception of the subject as inspirational and conducive of economic prosperity diminished in Sweden.
40 If the lack of confidence in the popular and practical applications of botany explains Lindwall and Hedin's silence in this regard, then it also illustrates how approaches to the landscape as a pedagogic space were sensitive to rather sudden changes. For Bä ck, it could have meant that his outdoor classroom was devoted to material internal to the subject of botany : how to identify, delineate and name plants, and little else.
The diaries of Hedin and Lindwall also reveal the degree to which the landscape was used to discipline Bä ck, and to keep his focus on the task of learning this ' formal ' botany. The relationship between Carl Bä ck and his teachers was complex : although senior and more knowledgeable, Lindwall and Hedin were socially subordinate to the young Bä ck. Further, as will be discussed in more detail below, their future career prospects depended on consolidating their relationship with their student's father. One way of achieving this was by successfully teaching Carl Bä ck as much botany as possible. Although we cannot examine the knowledge Bä ck gained, the travel diaries of Lindwall and Hedin reveal some of the extent to which Bä ck was encouraged, not to say pressurized, to learn botany. Lessons took place virtually every day : in fact the teachers expected daily lessons, and grumbled on the few occasions on which the landscape afforded little teaching material. In a diary entry from the middle of August 1774 Lindwall complained about how little ' useful ' could be ' done ' on the road between Gothenburg and Alingså s, as the landscape was dominated by heather.
41 The diaries of Lindwall and Hedin carefully list which plants they observed and examined ; however, while searching for new species to study the travellers naturally also came across species ' that they had already seen '.
42 Lessons on taxonomy and nomenclature were thus very likely repeated, and we can therefore assume that the 390 different plant species Bä ck and Lindwall encountered in the wild on their first trip were the result of many thousands of individual observations. In other words, Lindwall and Hedin had ample opportunity to instil botanical knowledge in their student.
The chance to use the surrounding landscape as a classroom, with built-in opportunities for revision, was further enhanced by the travellers' mode of transport. Travelling in eighteenth-century Sweden was a slow business : farmers along the road were obliged to provide travellers with horses, and this arrangement could further delay a journey which by its very nature was already time-consuming. It is possible that this characteristic conceals an important reason why natural history and, perhaps particularly, botany so effortlessly seem to have become subjects on the curriculum for those who could afford to travel. It meant that for the students on a Grand Tour or educational journey, the road itself -something which previously had represented no more than an interval between centres for culture and education, was suddenly endowed with an intrinsic value of its own. In this way, Bä ck's journeys (and others I have studied -see the discussion in the final section of this article) suggest that outdoor lessons in botany could be integrated into an already extant form of education. The sluggish movement through different climate zones and past specific biotopes also rendered the landscape predictable, which may have made it easier to instil a structure and an order into the lessons. If that was the case, then the use of the landscape as a classroom on Bä ck's journeys was similar to Linnaeus's use of the surroundings of Uppsala for teaching botany. Herbationes Upsalienses refers to eight walks on which Linnaeus regularly brought his students at the end of spring terms. One advantage of repeating the same routes was, according to Linnaeus, that the teacher would know what grew in the area, and so could anticipate which plants he would encounter.
43
The ability to anticipate helped Linnaeus (and probably also Lindwall and Hedin) to structure their lessons, and possibly also to maintain some sort of control and authority. However, it is important to acknowledge that teaching botany outdoors in eighteenthcentury Sweden had relatively little to do with imposing control. On the contrary, it could have a destabilizing effect on traditional educational institutions. Linnaeus's excursions, for example, initially caused upheavals in and around Uppsala, as hundreds of students marched together accompanied by drums and trumpets. Linnaeus's colleagues resented the fact that he attracted as many as half the student population to his outdoor lessons, and after a few years complaints from other professors forced Linnaeus to take action and change the character of the excursions.
44
Nevertheless, the free-spirited attitudes of the first generation of Linnaeus's students reflect in a sense how they were taught : the freedom of movement associated with the educational landscape, the fact that classrooms in the form of ditches, meadows, forests and shorelines could be found almost everywhere, promised an (albeit limited) democratization of knowledge consumption that seems to have been echoed in their behaviour. 45 In the case of Lindwall, Hedin and Bä ck it also is worth highlighting that the landscape furnished few other distractions -including social ones -that might have reinforced the social differences between teachers and student. One can find examples in which the occasional company of more prominent persons forced Lindwall and Hedin to put aside their educational ambitions, but these situations were rare : usually the travellers were left to themselves, to study nature outdoors alone.
46 In other words, there is reason to believe that the field as an outdoor classroom provided the Linnaean 45 I am not implying that this attitude was associated with ideological ideas threatening the social order in a more traditional political sense; after all, the ruling regime was highly supportive of natural history, particularly during all but the last decade of the Age of Liberty (1718-1772). For further discussions of student politics in Uppsala in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries see Sjö berg, op. cit. (16) .
46 See, for example, the occasion on which Lindwall and Bä ck had to interrupt a closer examination of the harvest of some fishermen because of an invitation to a dinner party (Ihre 187, 26 July 1774, UUL). student with a space in which -at least partially -to reform social relationships, and possibly even to introduce new social ideals such as meritocracy.
Exploring the outdoors -researching the landscape
As the previous section demonstrated, educational spaces could be found almost everywhere in the landscape. In contrast, a closer examination of the spaces used for research reveals that they were fewer and further between. More importantly, they were accessed mainly with the help of other natural historians -either in person or by way of written instructions.
Consider, for example, Lindwall's contribution to the correct classification of Thesium linophyllon, today referred to as Thesium alpinum, in the sexual system. In the second edition of Flora Svecica -that from 1755, which was the most recent edition available to our travellers -Linnaeus had positioned this species in the first order, Monogynia, of the fifth class, Pentandria -a classification that implies five stamens and one pistil. However, Linnaeus's comments in Flora Svecica suggest that this classification was problematic. Linnaeus's own specimen was different from examples that had been found in Sweden, and he mentions samples gathered by his student Daniel Rolander in the county of Små land which had four stamens.
47 Lindwall undertook to study this discrepancy in more detail. In a letter to Linnaeus, he claimed to have studied more than a thousand samples of the plant on his trip through Små land with Bä ck, and that his observations coincided with Rolander's. Lindwall's diary also illustrates the extent of his research : observations of Thesium alpinum were made on three separate occasions over a period of six days.
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Meticulous though it no doubt was, this research was not the result of random ramblings. On the contrary, in Flora Svecica Linnaeus explicitly specified that Thesium alpinum -a rare plant today and very likely also to have been so in the eighteenth century -grew in the surroundings of the parish churches of Alsheda and Nottebä ck, and this is where Lindwall and Bä ck headed to study examples of the plant. The diary also suggests that Lindwall followed Rolander's instructions to find other samples, close to the church of Golberga. It is also worth mentioning that Lindwall had spent time in and around this part of Små land working as a temporary physician prior to the summer of 1774. That is probably why the clergymen in the parishes mentioned above hosted Lindwall and Bä ck while they conducted their extensive research in the area. In fact, we know that Lindwall was quite familiar with the clergymen since they had provided him with letters of recommendation when, a few weeks earlier, he had applied to become district physician in the county of Blekinge.
49 In other words, perhaps the most significant research Lindwall undertook was conducted in a landscape with which 47 he was already familiar, and was guided by descriptions of other natural historians' experiences.
Building up collections such as herbaria was central in the world of eighteenthcentury natural history, and as Kenneth Nyberg has discussed in respect of Linnaeus's ' disciples ', travelling offered great opportunities to gather material which these ' naturalists-in-the-making ' could use, both to build up their own collections and to give away to central figures in the scientific networks to which they aspired to belong.
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Lindwall and Hedin pursued rare plants, presumably with the same intention -however, here again they were to a large extent guided by other natural historians.
Consider, for example, Lindwall's finds of Potentilla rupestris, one of ' the rarest plants in Sweden' according to Linnaeus. Linnaeus also specified where examples of it grew : ' by Holsby in the parish of Alseda ', and sure enough it was here Lindwall and Bä ck went to gather samples. 51 Lindwall was also frequently guided by local natural historians who brought him and Bä ck on long excursions that often involved collecting rare plants. The assistance provided by a couple of Linnaeus's former students is perhaps the best example; Lars Montin (1723-1785) was the district physician in Halmstad and Pehr Osbeck (1723-1805) the rural dean in nearby Hasslö f. Both were prominent naturalists and experienced travellers : Montin had journeyed to Lapland in his youth to study the natural history of the region, and Osbeck was one of Linnaeus's ' disciples ', famous for his trip to China in the early 1750s. After settling close to one another in the county of Halland, the dean and the doctor started to explore the natural history of their surrounding and by the time of Lindwall and Bä ck's visit they had found several species previously unrecorded in Sweden, such as Geranium phaeum, Genista germanica and Ranunculus hederaceus. When the guests arrived they were taken on several long excursions to collect examples of these rarities.
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On his first journey, Hedin passed through parts of Sweden that, from the point of view of natural history and botany, were far less explored than the areas traversed by Lindwall. Expectations were high that Hedin and Bä ck would find valuable and rare material. In a letter to Abraham Bä ck, Johan Jacob Ferber -a former student of Linnaeus who had played host to Carl Bä ck and Lindwall in Karlskrona in 1774 (before Ferber's international career took off) -begged for any spare rare plants that might be yielded by the journey northward. 53 The botanical aspirations associated with the 1775 trip were also born of a belief that the journey would be quite extensive. Letters to Abraham Bä ck and notes in Hedin's diary suggest that Hedin and Carl Bä ck originally intended to travel much further then they ended up doing: a visit to Å reskutan (the mountains west of Å re in the county of Jä mtland) and a trip into Norway were suggested detours, and their aspiration was to reach ' at least ' as far north as Umeå , on the east shore of the Gulf of Botnia.
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In the event, Bä ck and Hedin turned around in Hä rnö sand (more than two hundred kilometres south of Umeå ) and, instead of venturing westwards and inland, they stuck mainly to the eastern coastline. Their reasons had largely to do with Bä ck's health : all the riding and discomfort took its toll, and Bä ck's already poor physical condition deteriorated even further. As well as worrying about his student's fevers, Hedin felt increasingly aggravated by the lack of progress and the number of missed opportunities for research. A diary entry from 26 June 1775, when Hedin and Bä ck had to traverse rough terrain on their way to a Sami village, is instructive. Bä ck had been too tired to walk and Hedin felt obliged to keep him company on horseback, which prevented him from making any significant observations. In the diary he noted, ' now as well as almost always I had no chance to investigate any plants except those which were visible in passing'.
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Hedin's disappointment apart, it is worth asking whether he would have managed to find much more of botanical value if the young Bä ck had been in better physical shape. The minor excursions Hedin managed to do -some on his own, and some in the company of the local chemist in Hudiksvall (who seems to have taken the opportunity to learn from Hedin) -produced only meagre results : ' I must admit the scarcity of plants here is striking ', Hedin noted laconically in his diary after one such outing.
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There is reason to believe that what made the landscape so attractive to Hedin -its remoteness and unexplored status -also rendered it unsuitable for Hedin's research and collection ambitions, thanks to the scarcity of resident natural historians or published floras to guide the travellers to suitable spaces and plant material. Hedin's mocking description of a young man who accompanied the travellers to Alnö n, a botanically very interesting area outside Sundsvall, is telling : according to Hedin he was ignorant and so full of ' tiresome' talk Hedin's ears almost came off.
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One of the few active and competent natural historians that the travellers did encounter was the district physician in Hedemora, Carl Magnus Blom, a friend of Abraham Bä ck, a former student of Linnaeus and a keen entomologist. As far as I can ascertain, Blom did not bring his visitors on any outdoor excursions (though they did study his collections). However, he tried to help them in another way, by bringing them to a local well to sample and test the water. Unfortunately this well had dried up ; but in all, Hedin and Bä ck managed to test eight different wells on their journey in 
1775
. 58 The interest in water flowed from contemporary use of mineral water in various different medical therapies. At the time some of the mineral water was imported, but ambitions existed to locate more alternative domestic sources, and this explains Hedin's interest. The water he tested came from spas (such as Sä trabrunn), and -more interestingly in this context -lesser-known wells he and Bä ck came across serendipitously. In the village of Delsbo, the local dean -an eighty-seven-year-old who was, by his own account, in excellent health -told Hedin and Bä ck about the water he had been drinking for more than thirty years, and this immediately prompted them to test samples of it, adding different substances and studying the reactions.
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The focus on water also reflects Hedin's adaptability. The lack of knowledgeable natural historians to guide him and Bä ck to botanically interesting places led him to focus on water and wells, since these could be accessed more easily. Specialist knowledge, such as that provided by the in situ naturalists, was not required ; the vernacular knowledge of locals such as the old dean in Delsbo would suffice to locate interesting water sources. Furthermore, the medical benefits of mineral water would have been of great interest to Abraham Bä ck, who, as we know, was responsible for medical provision throughout Sweden. In sum, Hedin's experiments with water could have been a way for him to secure the admiration of his student's father, even though the trip was unsuccessful from a botanical point of view. Moreover, the sampling and testing of water -adding substances, studying the reactions and residues, and so on -could be undertaken in a comfortable, controlled environment, more congenial to the ailing Carl Bä ck.
It is also worth highlighting that Hedin's experiments were very characteristic of a Linnaean approach to natural history, with its emphasis on the potential utility and practical application of the subject. This approach had long helped to legitimize natural history in Sweden; however, as mentioned above, when in the 1760s it became obvious that the promised economic benefits of the subject had failed to materialize, the political support for natural history rapidly diminished -indeed, this process had already begun at the time of Bä ck's journeys. 60 The general decline in confidence in the economic benefits of natural history, and particularly of botany, may have left Hedin and Lindwall somewhat uncertain what to focus on, what to research. This would scarcely have been helped by the fact that the botanical inventory of the Swedish landscapes had reached a relatively advanced level. Consider, for example, the second edition of Linnaeus's Flora Svecica published in 1755. As the historian Gunnar Eriksson has pointed out, this contained an impressive number of plant species -1,296 to be exact. This is around half of the vascular plants domestic in Sweden today, and many of those not included were only introduced after its publication. Most of the other omissions occur so sporadically that Linnaeus was never likely to encounter them, unless by ' coincidence '. Furthermore, Lindwall and Hedin's potential to relate to the landscape and the nature that enclosed them in any innovative or ' post-Linnaean ' ways were probably compromised by the fact that they were surrounded, not to say embedded, in a social and scientific context that was dominated by Linnaeus, even while travelling. As we have seen, Lindwall and Hedin's access to spaces for research and exploration was constrained by information and guidance they received from Linnaeus and their hosts around Sweden. Most of those whom they met who had knowledge in natural history had studied in Uppsala under Linnaeus. Many of them were medical doctors and as such they were also connected to Abraham Bä ck. A closer reading of these people's correspondence with Linnaeus and the older Bä ck illuminates the strong Linnaean tradition that guided their scientific activities and interests.
62 As students of Linnaeus, Lindwall and Hedin were obviously steeped in this themselves : indeed, their diaries reveal the extent to which Linnaean botany was the norm. On the few occasions when they encountered someone whose approach to the study of nature differed from Linnaeus's their criticism was rather severe. The visitors were particularly agitated by the perceived lack of ' order ' in the display and storage of specimens.
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In other words, a set of social and scientific circumstances, some of them very specific to the late Linnaean period (1760s and onwards), dictated how Lindwall and Hedin related to the landscape around them as a space for research and exploration. In the final section below I shall discuss how their journeys might be best understood as marking not a zenith, but the beginning of the end of a tradition of combining research and education ' on the move ' in Sweden.
The transformative power of travelling
To what degree did the journeys discussed above change Lindwall's and Hedin's status as natural historians and to what degree did it help them advance professionally? It is, of course, impossible to determine exactly what impact on Lindwall and Hedin's careers their journeys with Carl Bä ck had. What we do know is that they were in transient phases of their lives at the time of the travels : both of them had more or less finished their medical studies and were ready to move on. How did they do after arriving back home ?
Let us begin with Lindwall. On the very day in May 1774 when he and Carl Bä ck embarked on their first journey, Lindwall posted an application for the position of district physician in the county of Blekinge, the position for which he asked the clergymen in Små land to recommend him. Lindwall won the appointment in the end, and since the Swedish College of Physicians and Abraham Bä ck were in charge of the appointments procedure it is highly unlikely that he was chosen without the approval, or indeed assistance, of Abraham Bä ck. It seems, however, that in Blekinge, Lindwall gradually lost his taste for natural history. The only mention of botany he made in separate species. Linnaeus's familiarity with the Swedish flora was hence probably even greater than the number of species listed in Flora Svecica suggests; ibid., p. correspondence with Abraham Bä ck appears in a letter written soon after his appointment in which he promised Carl some plants he had collected. Later letters indicate that Lindwall became embroiled in a number of local conflicts, and that poverty, mental illness and difficulties with his in-laws embittered his life. He died 1796, forty-six years old.
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In contrast, Hedin's life developed much more prosperously, but not because of his contributions to botany. His career was built on his achievements as a medical doctor : between and after his travels, he worked for Abraham Bä ck, as his medical assistant, providing care for the social elite in and around Stockholm. Bä ck also helped Hedin set up his own clinic in Stockholm. He became doctor to cabinet ministers and later royal physician-in-ordinary. He also held a number of important positions in the College of Physicians (Sundhetskollegiet) and in its successor. Hedin applied for Linnaeus's old chair in medicine, vacant after the death of Linnaeus's son in 1783 (who in turn had taken over from his father). He did not secure the position -it went to Carl Peter Thunberg, perhaps the most successful of Linnaeus's ' disciples '. However, Hedin did receive a number of other distinctions ; for example, in 1804 he was made a Fellow of the Royal Swedish Academy of Science. He died in 1821, aged seventy-one. Today he is best known for his contribution to the earliest romantic celebrations of Linnaeus, dating back to the centenary of Linnaeus's birth in 1807. His surname, however, is mainly associated with his great-grandson, the most famous Swedish twentieth-century explorer, Sven Hedin.
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In other words, the journeys I have described seem not significantly to have motivated Hedin and Lindwall to pursue further research in natural history. In terms of influencing their professional lives, however, the outcome is obvious : the journeys allowed them to consolidate their relationships with Abraham Bä ck, and this had a profound effect on their careers, especially Hedin's. Natural history was of fundamental importance in this context. A shared interest in botany cemented the older Bä ck's relationship with his son's teachers, and functioned as a stepping stone for the latter two ; that is, as a way to gain Abraham Bä ck's confidence and goodwill. Bä ck also supported the scientific activity of his son's teachers. Lindwall mentioned that he was given access to Abraham Bä ck's extensive library and collection and Bä ck also made his son's teachers interns (ä mnesvenner) at the Royal Swedish Academy of Science. Correspondence with Linnaeus also reveals that Bä ck strived to consolidate his son's teachers' loyalty to him, hoping to gain from it in the future. 66 In other words, natural history seems to have been more a means to an end than an end in itself in the history of Lindwall and Hedin's relationship with Abraham Bä ck.
It is, of course, hard to know why neither Hedin nor Lindwall continued exploring issues to do with natural history while pursuing their medical careers. Hedin's frustration with the lack of progress and the restrictions imposed by Carl Bä ck's declining health suggests that he had botanical ambitions. So did Lindwall; for example, in his CV, written at the beginning 1774 (a few months before he set out), he wrote that he had ' the honour to make public ' that he was soon to ' embark on a journey to the southern provinces and for a short period also to go abroad, partly to do observations in natural history, mineralogy, economy and medicine, [and] partly, on returning from the trip, to serve the public with something useful '.
67 Of course, ambitions are one thing and reality quite another, as Lindwall learned all too well as his life became overshadowed by ill-health and misfortune. However, another, more general, cause of Lindwall's and Hedin's failing interest in natural history is probably the changing status of the subject. I have already mentioned one reason for this -the failure to fulfil promises of material rewards -and this was soon followed by a withdrawal of political support. There was also a general change of direction of Enlightenment thinking in Sweden: the focus came to be on moral rather than practical usefulness. Instead of being celebrated, natural history began to be mocked. The prestige of the Royal Swedish Academy of Science also diminished as the aristocratic audience moved to other academies and learned societies centred around art and history.
68 Hedin's future career, particularly the literary interests he developed, reflects how he adjusted to the new trends that took hold over Stockholm's fashionable elite.
It is also possible that Lindwall sensed that the status of natural history was diminishing. Prior to his trip with Bä ck, Lindwall declined an opportunity to travel to North Africa to study the natural history of the region. He had been recommend for this by Linnaeus, but when his application for additional economic support was unsuccessful, Lindwall withdrew. Perhaps he sensed that the potential reward was too small, while the financial (and possibly also physical) risks were too great. In contrast, the Swedish journey offered few risks and a huge bonus : the opportunity to consolidate a close relationship with Abraham Bä ck, the single most important person for anyone contemplating a medical career in Sweden at the time. With hindsight we can see that Lindwall probably picked the right journey. Gö ran Rothman, the person who ended up going to North Africa in his place, struggled during his years abroad -in large measure because of shortcomings in the financial support he received from from the Royal Swedish Academy of Science. The journey ruined his health and within two years of his return he was dead.
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When it comes to Lindwall's future career, we need also to consider the changing status of local knowledge in Europe, recently explored by Alix Cooper. Cooper's argument is that Linnaeus's systematic innovations brought about a fundamental change in attitudes towards locally produced natural history. The new tools for categorizing and naming species produced a new system of knowledge where those at the centre -those with access to large collections of species from around the world -became increasingly important. Meanwhile the local, resident experts on flora, fauna and mineralogy who had previously played such an important role in mapping the natural history of Europe were increasingly marginalized.
70 It is not unlikely that these developments also deterred Lindwall from continuing to work on the natural history of his immediate surroundings, in the province of Blekinge.
The changing status of natural history on national and local levels also raises the question of what career would have awaited Carl Bä ck, had he survived the tuberculosis that killed him just a few months after his final journey. On the one hand there are reasons to believe that Bä ck junior, with his education, contacts and resources (rumour had it that his father's collections were second in size only to those of Linnaeus himself 71 ), was well positioned to become a future central figure in Swedish natural history. On the other hand, though, Carl Bä ck's proximity to the Linnaean circle might have made it difficult for him to embrace new approaches to natural history. In any case, it is clear that great expectations were attached to the young Bä ck. The letters of condolence which Abraham Bä ck received from those who had played host to his son and his teachers reveal huge sorrow at his death. It is obvious that their authors had hoped and expected that Carl would come to inherit his father's mantle, becoming not only a naturalist but also a great patron of natural history. I begin with the concern that the journeys were peculiar and hence unrepresentative. I have three responses to this. First, there is good reason, to do with how education was organized in Sweden, to believe that the phenomenon at issue here was fairly widespread. To begin with, public education (primary and secondary), as provided by the Church of Sweden, was at the time receiving severe criticism. One reason for this had to do with its traditional focus on classical subjects (e.g. Latin), while new and fashionable subjects such as French and -more importantly here -natural history were often neglected. As a result, the wealthier classes tended to turn to private education, where they could set the curriculum themselves. Travelling was a common and well-established pedagogical practice within the sphere of private education. And it was not only those who could afford to travel that the system benefited. As Magnus von Platen has discussed in relation to the Swedish case (and as the journeys discussed above exemplify), the teachers or tutors who traditionally came on these trips were often students themselves -frequently less wealthy students who could not have afforded to travel without the support of the neophyte's family. 73 Also, as suggested above, there is reason to believe that natural history was apt to become an integral part of this form of education since, inevitably, travel in the eighteenth century required spending long hours by the roadside. In other words, a wide range of circumstances, to do with modes of transport, social structures, changing ideals and pedagogical traditions, helped to promote the study of natural history on the move within certain groups in society.
Second, there are other examples of journeys which combined research and teaching, although the privacy and modest scale of ventures of these types, and the need to employ a wide range of source material to chart them, make it hard to quantify the phenomenon. One example I have had the opportunity to investigate further is the journey undertaken by the young aristocrat Carl Johan Gyllenborg (1741-1811) in the mid-1750s. His father was Count Henning Adolf Gyllenborg (1713-1775), a leading politician of the day, who had a keen interest in natural history, which he obviously wanted to pass on to his son. 74 At the same age as Bä ck, the young Gyllenborg undertook a long journey which incorporated the study of nature on the move and along the way. Gyllenborg was accompanied by two older students, Pehr Zetzell (1724-1802), one of Linnaeus's students, and Jonas Apelblad (1718-1786), a disciple of Johan Ihre (1707-1780), professor in rhetoric and politics (moral philosophy) in Uppsala. Apelblad had catered for Gyllenborg's educational needs in Uppsala (where Gyllenborg had matriculated at just seven years of age). 75 Zetzell was on his way to study medicine on the Continent, and seems to have returned the favour of a free journey south by teaching natural history to Gyllenborg. 76 Apelblad, who accompanied his student for the whole journey, seems to have provided lessons on the applied, (o)economic side of natural history (which in the 1750s was still a highly respected branch). On his return, Apelblad quickly published two longer accounts of his experiences in different German states, focusing largely on trade and domestic economy. The same focus dominates Gyllenborg's unpublished observations from the first part of the journey.
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As it happened, Apelblad's future assignments -he was appointed tutor to the royal family in 1761 -diverted him from his academic career. Nonetheless, this case is another example of how research and education were combined on the road. 78 To Gyllenborg the trip also offered opportunities to learn the skills needed in order to move effortlessly within higher circles of society -skills such as gambling and sartorial style (much to the despair of his tutor, whose concern about the travel budget seems to have caused tension between the co-travellers).
79 In this respect Gyllenborg's journey is also a classic example of an aristocrat's Grand Tour. Although the study of antiquity (rather than natural history) might have been a more common focal point within the Grand Tour tradition, such journeys also offered the opportunity to combine research and education on the move. Take the famous example of the antiquary and mineralogist Edward Clarke. Between 1799 and 1802 he and his student John Cripps travelled the fringes of Europe and North Africa. Their collections pay witness to their extensive field studies : they needed 183 cases to bring home the minerals and antiques they gathered. The collection (one of several Clarke assembled while accompanied by students) also provided a foundation for Clarke's academic career. 80 The Grand Tour tradition and its ability to accommodate not only a wide range of topics, but also a wide range of activities, including teaching and ' research ', underlines further that the case I have treated in this article was not unique.
Second, returning to natural history and Sweden, there are in fact several betterknown examples involving the combination of teaching and research ' on the move '. I am referring to the journeys Linnaeus himself undertook with groups of students before he was made professor in Uppsala, the first within the province of Dalarna in 1734 and the second to the Baltic islands of Ö land and Gotland in 1741. The latter journey was sponsored by a government department (Manufakturkontoret) in Stockholm : Linnaeus was to research the natural history of the areas he traversed, with a particular focus on how they could be put to better use. The journey to Ö land and Gotland may have failed in the latter respect but it seems to have been successful in providing training in how to conduct research outdoors to a group of six students. In one (draft) version of the preface to his travel journal from 1741 Linnaeus wrote, ' It was a pleasure to see what diligence these youngsters applied, and the progress they made by the end, those who in the beginning were altogether untrained, finally so ready that I rarely had to remind them when we came across something peculiar. ' 81 A close reading of the travel accounts from the trips to Ö land, Gotland and Dalarna also reveals that the students learned how to conduct a number of exercises intrinsic to natural history, such as how to conserve specimens and report their finds. 82 In other words, Bä ck and Gyllenborg's journeys were not unique, they were part of the existing Linnaean tradition of studying nature outdoors.
Third, Linnaeus actively promoted the combination of research and education on the move and he had the opportunity to influence many. In his inaugural lecture, ' On the utility of scientific journeys within the fatherland ' (which he delivered in the autumn of 1741, soon after his journey to Gotland and Ö land), Linnaeus elaborated on how travelling helped to ' sharpen and train ' the attention of a natural-historian-in-themaking. 83 Even his Herbationes Upsalienses was organized in such a way as to encourage the students to participate actively and to make their own observations : the student who found the rarest plant on the excursion was offered a place next to Linnaeus at lunch. In the heyday of these trips, the competition for that place would have been between several hundred students. 84 He also assigned his students more specific outdoor tasks. Assembling information for his Pan Svecicus (about cattle feed), he gave his students the job of following specific animals (a cow, a goat and a sheep) to observe which plant species they ate.
85 Thus Linnaeus's multifunctional use of the landscape potentially influenced a rather large group of people -including not only the many hundreds of Uppsala students whose relationship with the landscape was directly shaped by Linnaeus himself, but also those like Carl Bä ck and Carl Johan Gyllenborg whose teachers had been taught by Linnaeus. How, then, can this multifunctional use of the outdoors in the Linnaean tradition help us to understand the role of natural history in Sweden, and how can it further our understanding of how nature was studied outdoors, and of scientific travelling in the Enlightenment era more generally? First of all, the discussion above suggests that the proximity of educational spaces and spaces in which to conduct research meant that the step from being a student to becoming a ' researcher' must have been, or must at least have seemed to be, quite short and easy to take. The integration of research and teaching promoted inclusiveness, something which encouraged a wider and more active participation in the exploration of nature, although of course mainly within a group whose age, gender and education (young, male university students) separated them from the great majority in society. Moreover, nature was accessible : the outdoors provided classrooms in which to study natural history, and to learn material techniques -almost everywhere. The open character of the field as well as the integration of research and teaching activities that took place here promoted, I argue, a democratization of the consumption of scientific knowledge, and also, to some degree, of its production, in mid-eighteenth-century Sweden. More people than ever before had the opportunity to learn and explore aspects of natural history. This growing interest was perhaps further advanced by a joint experience that social rules for human interaction could at least partially be reconfigured outdoors. The spatial context contained relatively few distractions of kinds apt to reinforce social differences, making it possible, perhaps, to reform existing relationships more in line with meritocratic ideals. In other words, various features of the field and of field-based activities engendered a social dynamic which explains not only the actions of individual students of nature, but also the status of natural history in eighteenth-century Sweden more generally.
Second, if the above conclusion is correct, it will also have consequences for how we describe the differences between the field and the laboratory as sites for knowledge production and consumption. Taking into account the Swedish developments, the following adjustment of Kuklick and Kohler's thesis discussed earlier seems necessary : while the exclusiveness of the laboratory environment gave (and probably still gives) the laboratory scientist high status, it should also be acknowledged that the inclusive character of the type of outdoors studies Linnaeus promoted helped to increase the popularity of natural history in mid-eighteenth-century Sweden -a popularity which, in turn, furnished Linnaeus and many of his students with high(er) social status. However, this state of affairs was not to be sustained, and by the time of Bä ck, Lindwall and Hedin's trips the multifunctional use of the landscape on journeys had already started to lose its appeal. The economic application of natural history had failed to work ; meanwhile the development of Swedish botany (the advancement of the inventory of the Swedish flora) meant that there remained fewer spaces for exploration and research, at least within Swedish landscapes. And journeys further afield were more complicated, expensive and dangerous, which made them less attractive for novices in natural history (or, perhaps more precisely, for their parents). From that point of view, Bä ck, Lindwall and Hedin's journeys mark the closing chapter of the Linnaean tradition of more or less successful integration of education and research in the field and on the move.
The final conclusion relates to the general discussion of how and why knowledge and those carrying knowledge travel and why travellers sometimes stay at home. The experience of outdoor research and the education in taxonomy and nomenclature received by Linnaeus's students allowed them to move around, perhaps more freely than members of any previous generation of naturalists. The world should have been their oyster; however, a series of different circumstances conspired against them. At
